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QUESTION 1

You are resolving payment validation errors during the payment build process. Which two actions can you perform to
resolve these errors? 

A. Run the create accounting program. 

B. Run the invoice validation program. 

C. Remove the documents or payments causing the error and resume thepayment process. 

D. Correct the setup errors for remittance bank accounts, third party payees, payment methods, or payment formats and
submit resume payment process. 

E. Terminate the payment process request. 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 2

The payment build program has completed but with errors. 

When submitting the payment process request, which processing option is used to review the error messages from the
Manage Payment Process Request Inquiry? 

A. Set the validation failure handling for documents to "show errors". 

B. Set the validation failure handling for payments to "show errors". 

C. Enable debug for the payment format program. 

D. Set the validation failure handling for payments to "stop process for review". 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Which is the Payables tool based on real-time data? 

A. Essbase Cube 

B. Oracle Financial Reporting (FR) 

C. Oracle Transactional Business Intelligence (OTBI) 

D. Smart View 

E. Oracle Business Intelligence Applications (OBIA) 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

A Payment Process Request was submitted and errors were found in the payment file. The payment file and process
were terminated. 

Which two statements are true? 

A. The invoices are placed on payment hold. 

B. The status of each payment in the payment fileis Cancelled and the related documents are available for future
selection. 

C. The status of the payment file is Cancelled. 

D. The status of the payment file is Terminated. 

E. The status of each payment in the payment file is Terminated. 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 5

While entering an expense report for your corporate card transactions, you notice that the conversion rate 

defined in the Manage Conversion Rates and Policies page is not used. 

What is the reason? 

A. You did not define conversion rates in the General Ledger Cloud. 

B. Only cash transactions use those settings. 

C. You did not define conversion rates for your business unit. 

D. You did not specify a default expense template. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

What are the output formats supported for Electronic and Check format programs? 

A. Electronic output format of etext,Check output format of rtf 

B. Electronic output format of Text, Check output format of Text 

C. Electronic output format of DATA (csv), Check output format of Zipped PDFs 

D. Electronic output format of PDF, Check output format of PDF 

E. Electronic output format of XML, Check output format of rtf 
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Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 7

Which two statements are true about the Invoice Validation process? 

A. updates supplier balances 

B. validates project information 

C. creates tax lines and distributions 

D. creates withholding tax invoices, if withholding tax is enabled to create withholding tax at payment, so that you can
make payment on this invoice 

E. creates accounting entries in draft 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 8

You want your expense auditors to audit only expenses reports for specific business units. How do you do this? 

A. Create a custom duty role and assign the data roles to each auditor. 

B. Assign the auditors specific data roles for the corresponding business units. 

C. Create your own audit extension rules that correspond to the business unit. 

D. Make auditors the managers of the corresponding business unit to route expense reports properly. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

When submitting the Payables to General Ledger Reconciliation report, the extract did not select any data. What should
you check? 

A. Make sure you assign an Account parameter when running the extract to include liability account. 

B. Make sure you assigned a Financial Category of Accounts Payable to all your liability natural accountvalues. 

C. Make sure you enabled the Reconciliation flag to all of your liability natural account values. 

D. Make sure you specified a Business Unit in the parameters when running the extract. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10
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Select three statements about the submission of invoices by suppliers using Supplier Portal. 

A. A supplier can submit a single invoice against multiple purchase orders across different currencies and
organizations. 

B. A supplier can submit invoices against open, approved, standard, or blanket purchase orders that are not fully billed. 

C. A supplier can validate the invoice after submitting it. 

D. A suppliercan submit a single invoice against multiple purchase orders, provided the currency and organization for all
the invoice items are the same as those on the purchase orders. 

E. A supplier cannotmake changes to the invoice after submitting it. 

Correct Answer: BDE 

 

QUESTION 11

A company has a requirement to default the disbursement bank account when submitting a Payment Process Request. 

Which two actions will accomplish this? 

A. Define the Disbursement Bank Account to every supplier. 

B. Define the Disbursement Bank Account to the Payment Method in payment default rules. 

C. Assign the Disbursement Bank Account to users to have the payment process default the bank account. 

D. Create a Payment Process Request template that includes the Disbursement Bank Account. 

E. Define the Disbursement Bank Account at the business unit level to have the payment process derive the bank
account. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 12

Your customer has implemented English as base language and French as a local language. The customer\\'s bank
needs the payment file to be sent to them in French. What is the relevant step to do this for preparing the payment
template? 

A. Create your template in English language. then upload it to Business Intelligence (BI) under thecustom/ payment
folder, under the templates region. Use English locale and generate the XLIFF file. Then upload the file back under the
translated region. 

B. Create your template in the local language. then upload it to Business Intelligence (BI) under thecustom/payment
folder, under the templates region. Use English locale and generate the XLIFF file. Then upload the file back under the
translated region. 

C. Create your template in English language. then upload it to Business Intelligence (BI) under the custom/payment
folder under the templates region with country locale. 

D. Create your template in local language. then upload it to Business Intelligence (BI) under the custom/ payment folder
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under the templates region with country locale. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

An installment for $2,000 USD is due for payment on July 31, 2016. The installment has two discounts: the first discount
date is June 15, 2016 for $150 USD and the second discount date is June 30, 2016 for $50 USD. 

You submit a Payment Process Request with the following criteria: 

-Payment Date = June 20, 2016 

-Pay Through Date = July 30, 2016 

-

Date Basis = Due Date 

What will be the resulting status of the installment and discount? 

A. 

The installment is selected and a discount of $150 USD is applied. 

B. 

The installment is selectedand a discount of $50 USD is applied. 

C. 

The installment is not selected because the due date is after the Pay Through Date. 

D. 

The installment is selected and no discount is applied. 

E. 

The installment is not selected because the discount dates are before the Pay Through Date. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

What are the two advantages of using a spreadsheet for correcting invoice import errors? 

A. identification of errors with clear error messages at the invoice header and line levels 

B. identification of errors with clear error messages at the invoice header level only 

C. ability to correct errors and re-import invoices directly from aspreadsheet 
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D. ability to correct errors within the spreadsheet and send invoice corrections for approval 

E. ability to enter a high volume of invoices via a spreadsheet 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 15

Which component is not included in the security architecture for credit card data and bank account data encryption? 

A. Payments master encryption key 

B. Oracle Wallet 

C. Payments subkeys 

D. Sensitive data encryption and storage 

E. Supplier master encryption key 

Correct Answer: E 
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